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0 of 0 review helpful C S Lewis and Oxford recreated in wonderful series By Linda Phillips Not quite finished with it 
but loved Inklings There is nothing I don t like about this book and it is superbly written Unique setting plus excellent 
descriptions really put the reader in the time and setting The dash of British lit is also appreciated The best part is 
learning more about C S Lewis and his colleagues Thank you An unforgettable tale of dreams pursued in Tolkien s 
Oxford and romantic Paris A beautiful autumn afternoon in 1965 finds Kate David Austen Holmes and Yvette 
Goodman each on their way to the Eastgate Hotel to meet the others Kate has just learned that she is pregnant Yvette 
is struggling with her single status as her twenty ninth birthday nears Austen quickly pays a brief visit to the grave of 
his young wife David is bur 
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